Abstract
Introduction
From the last decade the multimedia information usage and production are growing day by day. In all media types video is the most informative and challenging as it is a combination of all other media. The way by which the video is presented for access has become a challenging task both for application system and the viewers. So the need for the extraction of metadata from the video is high which help the system/tools in retrieval the specific video more efficiently.
A vast variety of techniques are proposed in literature for video analysis ranging from low-level features to high-level semantic extraction and all these techniques are based on colour, texture, shape, sound, text, objects and the like techniques.
The annotation based on text in video gaining the interest of the researchers due to its nature, as text is almost the direct way to explain the video content and more helpful in preparing the metadata related to video. The text is almost embedded in every type of videos and provides useful information about the video or video segment. For commercial production the text is a mandatory part of the videos as it describes all the contents and provides a platform for the viewer to understand easily the video/video segment.
The text extracted by the Video/image OCR does not directly use for the analysis of the annotation process related to the video/image, as it does not provide a comprehensive information about the video. But it cannot be ignore for the annotation as it contains useful information about the video either directly or indirectly as the text is very useful for describing the content of an image or videos, and the successful extraction of text enables automatic text based annotation and subsequent keyword-based searching or content-oriented process.
Off all the available techniques for the video annotation, only text analysis is useful for the highlevel semantic directly, while other techniques require an extra effort to produce high-level semantic.
Types of Text in Video/Image
The text in video and image can broadly be categorized in two main groups according to the text appear in the video/image.
Artificial text:
The text that is superimposed on the image/video frame at the time of editing. Usually this type of text is laid over the video/image at the later stage as in figure 1 . It mostly includes video title, production company and information about the videos which are directly useful for metadata.
Scene text:
A text that is appear in the video frame but not added during editing while it a part of the scene during video capturing. The product name, Banners, advertisement about products appears in the video are the example of scene text. The figure 2 shows the scene text. 
Characteristics of Text
Text in images can exhibit many variations with respect to the following properties [1] . 
Text Analysis Steps
The propose method for the text analysis in videos/image is proposed by many researchers as shown in Figure 3 . 
Text Detection
At first the input video/image are proceed for the text detection in image and/or video frame, where a recursive process text localization is perform to detect the location of the text in an image/video frame and gernerating the bounding box around it. Many researchers have proposed the "refinement" after localization. Text detection can be classified into two methods.
Bottom-up method
These methods segment the image into regions and group "character" region into words, .i.e. from characterword 
Top-Down Method

Text Tracking
It is useful for text enhancement and detection verification. In video where same text is spread over multi-frames. According to [4] text is either stationary or linearly moving and even stationary text may move by some pixels around its original position from frame to frame. [5, 6] utilize motion vectors in MPEG-I bit stream in a compressed domain for text tracking. The effort of [7] for text tracking plays a vital role as he describes each and every factor for text tracking in consecutives frames.
Text Segmentation
Poor quality text can be difficult to extract especially with complex background and low contrast. Text segmentation includes quality enhancement and image binarization. [8] uses a linear interpretation technique to magnify small text at a higher resolution for commercial OCR software. [9, 10] present a different approach for text enhancement in the selected segment. While [11] used a multi-frame text enhancement technique by using mean square errors of two consecutive text blocks and motion train information. The [12] adaptive thresholding method is used to filter out non-text regions from text segment. [13] proposed a text enhancement method which uses a multi-hypothesis approach.
Text Recognition
Researcher used commercial OCR machines to recognize the detected and segmented text images. [14] uses Recognita OCR, [15] use a conventional pattern matching technique to recognize character.
Techniques for text detection in video/image
Mostly the following techniques are used for text detection.
Region based
This method employs the Connected Component analysis, which is based on the analysis of the geometrical arrangement that belong to character. The region based text detection is divided into two classes
5.1.1.Connected-Component Based (CC)
This method segments the image into regions and group "character" region into words (bottom-up technique). [16] the basic elements are created using the similarity of neighbor pixels in color, size and apply motion analysis to enhance text extraction results. While [17] uses region growing method by giving a seed region.
5.1.2.Edge-Based
[18] focus on the high contrast between the text and the background, [19] uses edge-based text detection using morphological procedures and efficiently detect horizontal artificial texts, while [20] uses edge-based text detection followed by a conditional dilation technique to choose text and inverted text objects.
Texture based
Every text present in image exhibits some textual properties, which may be used to distinguish it from the background. Gabor filters, Wavelets, Fast Fourier transformation, etc. are usually used to extract the textural properties of a text region in an image. [21] perform TD on wavelet-based feature extraction and neural network for texture analysis, while [22] use of an SVM trained on wavelets features. The [23] uses the DCT coefficients of compressed jpeg and mpeg files for distinguishing between the texture of textual and not-textual regions. [24] perform TD in video frames by segmenting the image using color image edge detector and then classifying the text/not-text blocks with the help of artificial neural network using features obtained by Gabor filtering.
Other techniques
The techniques other then CC and edge-based are, [25] propose a learning based approach, based on two stages text region extraction and text verification, where [26] propose a methodology in which the text regions are located, then by using spatial filters for removing noisy regions.
Open Issues of Text Analysis
Although a lot of work has been done by the researcher, but it is still not easy to design domain independent text extraction system, this is because, there are so many possible sources of variation when extracting text with different font, size, color, orientation and alignment, which could possibly be embedded in shaded or complex background. 
Conclusions
Text analysis in video/image provides an opportunity to extract high-level semantics from the video/image with less computational effort as compared with other techniques. But due to the advancement in graphics and technology, a variety of text presentation styles are used in image/video which laydown a stone hurdles in the progress of text analysis in video/image.
